UNNECESSARY IMMIGRATION IS
DESTROYING CANADA

Canada has taken an average of about 250,000 immigrants per year since 1991. That intake has
been increased to 300,000 people per year since Trudeau has taken power. That's about 7
million people in total, and is an abnormality in our immigration history. Most of those people
were not needed by our economy.
Moreover, two weeks ago, Trudeau announced plans to bring in even more immigrants – up to
1 million over 3 years. According to two of our veteran economists, immigration is now
costing Canada a net $35 Billion per year in social spending. In other words, Canadians are
massively subsidizing immigration.
Immigration driven population growth has culturally overwhelmed most of our cities and made
our majority population feel like strangers in their homeland. No sane country allows its own
population to be outnumbered and replaced. In addition to population displacement, ethnic
enclaves and a drain on social spending, mass immigration also leads to:
•
•
•
•

unemployment
unaffordable housing
more garbage
higher property taxes

• job competition
• overcrowding
• more pollution
• higher health care costs

• wage suppression
• gridlock (traffic & service)
• loss of precious farmland
• longer hospital waits

Hundreds of thousands of Temporary Foreign Workers have worsened the situation.
This is our country! But our politicians at all three levels of government have betrayed us.
There is nothing inevitable about treason and stupidity. Canada has to cease endless inflows
of unnecessary immigration, and put an end to the scandalous betrayal of the people who built
this nation. Creating diversity has been a disaster, and it must be stopped.
Tell Prime Minister Trudeau, your MP, your MLA, your Mayor, your councillor, your school
trustee, and your neighbours. Tell everybody you talk to !!
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